
I'm Web Developer, formed as a multidisciplinary digital artist mainly focused on aesthetics and
performance. Through almost 10 years of professional experience, I've had the opportunity to
continue improving and expanding my skills in developing enterprise solutions for clients in diverse
industries, not only as a front-end developer but back-end and designer.
Web Developer � Front-end | Toluca, Mexico | maya.jessai@gmail.com | 7226264157 | linkedin.com/in/jessai-maya-7a132229

Work Experience

Globant

Oct 2019 � Current

Web UI Developer

Working with massive fin-tech companies, brings many challenges, from carrying legacy
code to developing and integrating features with new technologies and frameworks
following standards to deliver clean, tested, and well-documented code.

Following an agile methodology, the use of a version control system, having excellent team
communication, and fulfilling the commitment to deliver are just my day-to-day.

EatIn App

Mar 2019 - Aug 2019

Fullstack & Designer
Low time-consuming to develop a prototype to put into the market as soon as possible
was the challenge in this startup.

Working as a full-stack in this company meant not only being a developer but a designer.

Kamikaze Lab

Feb 2012 - Feb 2019

Jr. Sr. Lead Web Developer

Working over 7 years on this marketing agency in a fast-paced environment, constantly
under pressure, delivering every week, brought me nothing but mastery, cunning, and
quickness in my performance as a web developer.

I evolved as web technologies did. Starting as a junior I become a leader and co-director of
the R&D department focused to offer our team new tools that improved their development
experience.

Education
Instituto Tecnológico Y De
Estudios Superiores De

Aug 2007 - Dec 2011

Bachelor

Cross-disciplinary education of arts and technology. Focused on computer graphics,
algorithms, art, and animation.

Languages Spanish

Native

English

Upper-Intermediate

Skills HTML/CSS Javascript Typescript NodeJS GraphQL NextJS Redux

Webpack Git WASM Rust React React Native
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